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The InSight spacecraft landed in the flat regions of Elysium Planitia on November 26th 2018. The instruments
on board InSight make it capable of acting as a meteorological station at the surface of Mars. A pressure sensor
(PS), two temperature and wind sensor booms (TWINS), along with the InSight FluxGate (IFG) magnetometer,
form the Auxiliary Sensor Payload Suite (APSS). This is complemented by capabilities to measure surface brightness temperature by the radiometer in the Heat-Flow and Physical Properties Package (HP3) suite, to explore the
impact of atmospheric processes on seismic measurements by SEIS, and to use InSight cameras to estimate atmospheric opacity (notably caused by suspended dust particles) and other atmospheric phenomena such as clouds
and dust devils. We will discuss results drawn from atmospheric measurements on board InSight over the first
two months of operation, highlighting new perspectives permitted by the high-frequency, continuous nature of the
InSight acquisitions. Surface pressure measurements record global-to-local atmospheric phenomena: CO2 condensation (annual), dust cycle and storms (seasonal), baroclinic waves (weekly), thermal tides (daily), gravity waves
(thousands of seconds), convective cells (hundreds of seconds), convective vortices (tens of seconds, leading to
dust devils if dust particles are transported in the vortex). Two main large-scale wind regimes were expected from
Global Climate Modeling at the InSight landing site during a typical year: towards the northwest in northern spring
and summer, then in the opposite direction in southern summer. Existing in-situ measurements on Mars and LargeEddy Simulations indicate that daytime convective vortices and cells not only impact pressure, but also temperature
and winds; the nighttime atmosphere on Mars is comparatively much less turbulent and dominated by shear-driven
turbulence, in contrast to the buoyancy-driven turbulence active in daytime. All such existing measurements and
model predictions will be compared and challenged with InSight measurements. Seismic signatures associated
with atmospheric phenomena will also be discussed, with a particular emphasis on the knowledge gained by the
unprecedented measurements performed by InSight’s seismometers.

